BANCARROTA Y COMO RECONSTRUIR SU CREDITO (Spanish Edition)
Synopsis

In this how to manual, Bancarrota y cÃ mo reconstruir su crÃ©dito (Bankruptcy and rebuilding your credit) from our new collection "Manuales, compartiendo la experiencia Latina" ("How to books: Sharing the Latino Experience"), first in its kind in Spanish, Juan Gonzales Prada explains in simple, but accurate language the Bankruptcy (Chapter 7) law and the steps to rebuild and maintain a good credit to Latino population. It is the first manual that talks about and explains this subject in Spanish and from the perspective of Latino sensibility. Check your catalogs, and you will see we are right. Based upon Gonzales Prada's own experience, the book guides Latino population through the process of bankruptcy, from the painful decision of consulting a bankruptcy lawyer to regaining a second opportunity in life, learning how to rebuild your credit and to live on budget. The sample of budget at the end of the book will help Latino families to manage their finances. The explanation of how credit is established and how scores are determined will help them to keep a better and healthier record.
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Customer Reviews

In this how to manual, Bancarrota y cÃ mo reconstruir su crÃ©dito (Bankruptcy and rebuilding your credit) from our new collection "Manuales, compartiendo la experiencia Latina" ("How to books: Sharing the Latino Experience"), first in its kind in Spanish, Juan Gonzales Prada explains in simple, but accurate language the Bankruptcy (Chapter 7) law and the steps to rebuild and maintain a good credit to Latino population. Based upon Gonzales Prada's own experience, the book guides Latino population through the process of bankruptcy to regaining a second opportunity in life, learning how
to rebuild your credit and to live on budget. The sample of budget at the end of the book will help Latino families to manage their finances. The explanation of how credit is established and how scores are determined will help them to keep a better and healthier record. Because of cultural patterns Latino population, including the author of the book before his experience, tend to see bankruptcy as something shameful, and not as a second opportunity. Juan’s book shows that for him, and for many others in an unbearable financial situation which usually degenerates in family violence, alcoholism and drugs bankruptcy can be a solution; a second opportunity to rebuild your life, that’s the reason for this law.
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